
    For inspired brides 
looking to tie the knot in 
paradise.  !
*Packages starting at $1,400 !
!

Jennifer 
Harter 

photography 

  
Fine art wedding 
photography in 
Costa Rica. 





ABOUT… 

I stumbled into photography by accident after starting a degree in 
architecture in Barcelona, Spain. Once I began shooting I never looked 
back. I enrolled in a three year photography program the next semester 
at GrisArt, a photography university in the heart of the city. 

It was love at first sight. I finally found an art form that allowed me to 
share beauty as I see it. Everywhere. 

I quickly learned I loved taking images of real life and capturing 
emotion in natural lighting. There is something so special about 
capturing beautiful moments forever. 

I have an eye for detail and sentiment. I like to always imagine pictures 
and how they would make us feel. My style has a fine art approach. I 
love photography styles with a strong sense timing, composition and art. 

Costa Rica is a photographer's dream!! It is truly amazing. It is the 
perfect place to create the stunning images I dream of. 

I love telling stories. Let me tell yours. 

!





PACKAGES AND PRICING… 

!
*Elopement Photography Package (2 to 10 guests) 

Includes 3 hours of professional photography (Usually from 3pm with 
bride and groom getting ready to sunset shots, includes portraits, 
details, ceremony, bride, groom, and timeless couple shots), top quality 
post production of all photos in color and a special selection of black 
and white copies as well. You get a gorgeous online gallery with 
downloadable images to share with friends and family and own all 
images and rights.  

$1,400 USD 

!
*Small Destination Wedding Photography Package (10 to 70 guests) 

Includes 4 hours of professional photography (Starting at 3pm with 
bride and groom getting ready to sunset shots, includes portraits, all 
creative detail shots or reception and ceremony, bride, groom, and 
timeless couple portraits, dinner set up, toasts, dinner, and first 
dance), all images are edited and you receive all photos in color and a 
special selection of black and white copies as well. You get an 
gorgeous online gallery with downloadable images to share with 
friends and family. 

$1,700 USD  

!
*Destination Wedding Photography Package (70 plus guests) 2 
photographers necessary 

Includes 2 shooters. 5 hours of professional photography 
(From 3pm with bride and groom getting ready to sunset shots, 
includes portraits, all creative detail shots or reception and ceremony, 
bride, groom, and timeless couple portraits, toasts, dinner, and first 
dance), all images are edited and you receive all photos in color and a 
special selection of black and white copies as well. Gorgeous online 
gallery with downloadable images to share with friends and family. 

$2400 usd 
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*FOR MORE INFORMATION, www.jenniferharter.com

http://www.jenniferharter.com
http://www.jenniferharter.com

